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Poll Operated By0tudent ceurt, Council
Member* Will Be Oiett-FrOw-8A:M.Entil 4 P.M.
A

By GEORGE GUNTER
Chief Justice Bill Logan announced at the Student -Council meeting last night that elections will be held in the Student Union tomorrow from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. and will follow the same procedure as the

NON-DISCRIMINATION
AMENDMENTS TO BE
VOTED ON SEPARATELY

Logan Claims I ’Sheer Beauty’
Spardi Gras
Of Costumes
Contest Tops Aids Opera

The three non-discrimination amendments to the ASB constitution will be voted upon Separately at next Wednesday’s balloting,
according to Chief Justice Bill Logan of the Student Court.
Acceptance or rejection of NSA will be the fourth entry on
the form to be voted upon. The proposals, in their entirety, will be

"Ralph Edwards’
Truth or
Consequences’ program isn’t going to have anything on us," says
Bill Logan, "once we get our
Spardi Gras ’Snoring Professor’
contest started." Logan is chairman of the 8G1 contests.
The "Snoring Professor" is a
take-off Of
direct
Edwards’
"Walking Man" contest, says Logan. "A well-known professor on
campus, whose Identity is known
only to the committee, has
been chosen to be the ’snoring
professor’," states the chairman.
He explained that from time to
time, recordings will be played
on campus, leaving clues to the
professor’s identity. He also stated jingles will appear periodically
in the Spartan Daily.
To enter the neatest, students
must apply at the Business office, and upon presentation of student body cards, will be permitted
to enter the competition. "Only
one entry will be allowed for
each person," pointed out Logan.
The winner will be announced
May 28, Spardi Gras day, explained Logan. "The winner and
identification of the professor
will be made at that time. Only
one winner will be allowed. In
case of a tie, the winner will be
chosen by a drawing at the SG
ceremonies," he concluded.

listed. After each amendment will
appear "Yes" and "No" squares
to be marked.
Ballots not properly marked
with the rubber stamp will be disqualified.
The ballot for Wednesday’s voting will read as follows:
"For each of the following proposed amendments to the ASB
constitution of San Jose State college, please indicate your preference by marking an "X" in the
appropriate square WITH THE
RUBBER STAMP."
1. No organization or activity
supported wholly or in part by
ASB funds shall permit discrimination as to membership or participation (or both), because of
race, creed, color, or ethnic background, without forfeiting that
support.
NO
YES
2. No organization or .activity
which permits discrimination as to
membership or participation (or
both) because of race, creed, color, or ethnic background -shall be
granted "on campus" recognition,
excepting only that such organizations that are primarily religious
in nature may restrict their membership to students of a single belief.
NO
YES
S. No student or organization
representing San Jose State college shall participate in any activity in which dhicrimituitIon as
to race, color, creed, or ethnic
bachground is a part of the policy
regulating that activity.
YES.

Concert Tontte
Features Music
w
oodwinds
of

San Jose State college Woodwind choir, conducted by Mr. Thomas Eagan, will present its seventeenth annual concert in the college Little Theater tonight at 8:15,
reports the Music ’department.
The program is as follows:
Serenade No. 11 in E Flat Major, Allegro, Minuet, Adagio (Mozart); Rondino for Wind Instruments (Beethoven); Concerto for
Oboe in G Minor, Grave, Allegro,
(Handel) by George Cunha, oboe
.soloist; Sonata for Violoncello in
F Major, Opus 5, No. 1, Adagio
sostenuto-Allegro, Allegro vivace
.(Beethoven) with Virginia Howe
(violoncello) and Lavinia Book
(Piano); Concerto No. 1 for Bassoon in B Flat Major, Allegro
(Mozart); Deuxieme Suite, Ronde
des Archers, Chanson Lesbienne,
Petite Valse, Stella Matutina, Menuet (Dubois);
Student perfoimers are Phyllis
Mace (Bassoon), George Cunha
(oboe), Virginia Howe (Violoncello), and
Book (piano).
The performance is open to the
public free of charge, according
to the Music department..

Attitudes Split
Campus Friends

"An uncompromising attitude,
The fottrth item on the ballot is generally on both sides, is changposed as a question, asking whe- ing an otherwise peaceful and
ther or not NSA shall be accepted; friendly campus intosa sort of second Palestine, wherein erstwhile
friends are becoming enemies with
little gain to anyone and loss to
all," declared Dr. Carl Duncan,
head of the Natural Science deA barrage of base hits includ- partment, yesterday.
addan
made
runs
ing five home
"The major problem of racial
ing machine score of the Moffett discrimination is a national one
Flyers’ baseball game at Sunny- that involves every citizen and
vale yesterday, the Spartans win- every organization in the counning, 21-6.
try," he said. "The local problem,
Con Maloney started on the hill in so far as it exists, is but a pale
for Walt Williams’ squad yester- reflection of the former, The naday, and received credit for the tional problem calls for solution,
win. Bob Santos and Ralph Rom- but solution lies not in the patero split the final four innings, tern of dissension that has arisen
Williams using these men to give here."
Work to his mound staff.
Duncan believes settlement of
Don Lopes, Pete. Denevi, Jack the controversial campus issue will
Marcipan, John Metz and Maloney be realized only when "members
alf hit homers for San Jose State. of both camps are brought together around a common council table,

Spartans Wallop .
Moffett Field

Music, Daily Nines
Score V_icturieti__
Music department slugged out
a 25-0 victory over the Gay.Ninerys in an American League game.
The Cakers and the Ridgerunners of the same league won forfeited games, 9-0.
The Spartan Daily Reds moved
Into a tie ter second In the National league as they slugged out
a 15-8 win over the Student Y.

Cain Will Speak
Brighton "Bugs" Cain, the only
full-time naturalist employed by
the Boy Scouts of America, will
discuss reptiles tomorrow night at
8 in room S210.

definite statement based on common agreement, and express full

’Handbills Not
Ours’ -O’Neil
"The flood of handbills which
flooded campus yesterday were
not circulated by the committee
sponsoring the three anti-discrimination amendments," declared
Bob O’Neil, chairman of the committee, yesterday afternoon.
"We of the committee have pulled down as many of these handbills as we could, because we fully
realize that they are in direct violation of campus regulations and
city ordinances, besides being in
definitely poor taste," the chairman explained.
"This action has all the appearances of being a deliberate attempt to discredit the sponsoring
committee," O’Neil concluded.
Dean of Men Paul Pitman was
informed of the matter. Both he
and the committee are in search
of the party or parties responsible.

’Brief Encounter’
Not To Be Shown

"Robin Hood will be vivid and
colorful opera by the sheer beauty
of its elaborate costumes alone."
stated Or. Hugh W. Gillis, Speech
department head and production
director of the opera, recently.
According to reports, the costumes will be in striking colors of
red, green and rustic brown, and
will be in great numbers; there
will be 209 Individual costumes in
the production.
Regionald De Koven’s famed
story at San Jose State college
will show more costumes than the
average production, since it will
be the first non-professional production of the comic opera on the
peninsula in the past twenty years
and also will be a showcase of costumes for Goldstein and company.
The San Francisco company has
been working on them for the past
two months.
The costume designers are going through great expense and
painstaking care to bring their
elaborate and picturesque results
before the public. To cite an example, for proper coloring of the
green forest costumes, 100 pounds
of special dye was brought in from
New York. The tights were bought
white and must be dyed for this
particular production.

Spardi Gras Shows
Kick-Off Tonight
At 8 and 9 p.m. tonight, rallies
for SG Queen Candidates Joan
Thornley and Bobby Brown, will
kickoff a series of three night
queen raffles, announced Sal Milian, Spardi Gras publicity director. The rallies will be held at the
north end of the Inner Quad.
Starting sharply at 8 p.m., Joanne Thornley’s rally will open
the race of six contestants for the
honor of ruling as queen on Spardi Gras Day. "It will be the biggest, most original show this campus has ever seen," sponsors Delta
Theta Omega and Allenian state.
Tommy Pratt and his, band will
provide new songs written by Don
Titcomb: Original skits have been
written to introduce the new
songs.
Vocals will be done by
Pratt, backed by a chorus of students.
"A terrific show has been planned for our Bobby Brown rally,"
said script writer Bill Logan.
Queen Candidate Bobby Brown
will appear at her rally at 9 p.m.
The shim will feature the singing
of Adele Chase, the "540 Boys,"
Freddie Dutton and his combo,
and the Alpha Phi trio. Skits and
band music will round out the program. Delta Sigma Gamma and
Alpha Phi are backing Miss Brown
for SO queen.

last election. A poll will be operated at all times by Student
Council and Student Court members.
On the ballot tomorrow will
appear the issue of affiliation with
the National Student Association
and the three proposed amendments to the ASB constitution.
The NSA proposition will determine whether or not San Jose
State college will affiliate with
this national organization. The
three anti -discrimination amend-.
ments, which will be voted upon
separately, will become a part of
the Associated Student Body constitution ’if passed.
A test of the proposed amendments ballot will be found on page
I. The ballot for NSA reads: "In
my opinion I favor San Jose State
college affiliation with NSA."
SPARDI GRAS
An up-to-date report on Spardi
Gras was given by Chairman John
Peterson. He said, in part, "There
are scheduled to be 40 concession
booths set up in the inner Quad
on Spardi Gras Day. This is more
than ever before."
Queen candidate rallies will begin tonight at 8 in the inner Quad
and will continue until Thursday.
Peterson didn’t say which candidates will be presented tonight.
The breakfast dance will be sponsored by the Freshman class as
before although the time has not
been set.
"There will be no booth construction Spardi Gras morning
memorial services will be held
then and we wish to make as little noise as possible," Peterson explained. "All work will have to
be done Thursday afternoon and
evening."
Elections for the queen candidates will be held Friday, May 14.
Run-offs, In which the top two
girls will participate, wrn be held
Wednesday, May 19.
COLORED FILM
About 2000 Spardi Gras souvenir
programs will be printed and will
sell for 25 cents each on Spardi
Gras day. At the conclusion of his
report, Peterson said that over
700 feet of colored film will be
taken of construction, rallies and
festivities.
Al Ftaffailli was appointed by
the Student Council as Rally committee chairman, pro-tern.
The balance of the business
carried on at the Student t’onnell meeting will be given in tomorrow’s issue of the Spartan
Daily.
ASB Treasurer Bob Hines stated that the Rally committee constitution is in minor violation of
the ASB constitution and recommended that Bob Culp be consulted.
A report of the by-laws committee was given and bylaws were
read. The revisions were approved with minor changes.
The Theta Chi constitution was
approved.

"Brief Encounter," originally
scheduled for next Sunday’s Spartan Knight movie, has been cancelled due to the fact that it
hasn’t splayed the San Jose theaters. The Knights are trying to
get a technicolor picture, the title
of which will be announced upon
confirmation, says Program ChairMAIL Ray BishopThe movies will be shown out-doors on the stage built for the
By UNITED PRESS
Edited by PAUL VON HAFFTEN
- reifies; --and - theskew
WASHINGTONPreskientHarry Truman- seizartrie_railroacis
itart atdarknesi--The--fhia
chapter.. of the "Adventures of to keep the trains running. AFL President Bill Green stated that the
the Flying Cadets," a coniniunIty switchmen would work if the U.S. took over the roads.
sing, and a cartoon will complete
WASHINGTONA bitter debate over UMT and one-year milithe program.
tary training or the draft and two years training Is expected in the

OFF THE WIRE

oritykraPriiid it the same tiesafeguard existing rights of other
groups."
"Revolutionary tactics are not
actually needed," explained Duncan. "But there’s an implicit warning. They can be avoided only by
the exercise of intelligence and in
Spardi
Gras
Entertainment
a spirit of cooperation
for the
Chairman Willard ("Unc") Hillcommon good."
yer has called a special meeting
today of all talent selected for
the Spardi Gras radio show, at
Tickets are on sale in the Libra- 4:30 in the Morris Dailey audiry arch for the Jimior-Senior torium. Joan Kennedy, Frank
steak -bake scheduled to be held Blake, Tommy Pratt and band,
Friday in Alum Rock Park, from Derrell Bond, and Deane Healey
are requested to be present.
3 to 11 p.m.

’Uric’ Calls Meet

Tickets On Sale

eLA

t

House.
SAN JOSESuperiiir Court Judge John Foley designated Judge
Ben R. Ragain of Colusa County’ to hear argument over the condemnation suit brought by the State against the San Jose Unified School
district. The Stale wants the land for expansion of San Jose State
college. The city school authorities wanted a local judge to hear the
suit.
JERUSALEMA fierce- battle raged near the Tel Aviv-Jerusalem highway between 7000 Arabs and 2000 Haganah troops. The
true in Jerusalem was still in effect. The city will be used as a hospital center.
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Let Us Be Heard!
Youth has ever dreamed of the privilege of making its voice
heard in the legislative halls of the United States and in the councils
of all nations. Now that dream has burst into reality in the form of
an organization representative of all American studentsthe United
States National Students Association.
Alongside the traditional gaudy splash of college life, of gay
proms and loud fashions there has appeared this new idea which has
revolutionized the thinking of college students everywhere.
It is a voluntary organization you’ll be voting for tomorrow, a
group run entirely by students from top to bottom, and it binds no
student body to a strict set of rules.
Financially it is supported by membership dues that will cost
the students of San Jose State $337 annuallyfar less than is spent
to send a team to a game It amounts to less than ten cent,, per
student at this college.
Intercollegiate cooperation is an indispensable factor in the
success of the NSA program. It involves the most efficient use of
personnel and resources for the good of the whole college community. In practical terms it means the work of one college or university
is utilized by the whole through the coordination of NSA.
If you want to be represented through a democratic association, and not by special interest minority groups; if you want to prove
the maturity of American students to the people of ’the United States
and to the world; if you want to help yourself receive a better educationvote Yes for NSA affiliation.

Ideals Not At Stake

-VOTE SURVEY INDICATES
CONFUSION ON N.S.A. PROBLEM

1PRE

By

first student who knew what thereporter was taiktag about, replied, "I think I will vote no. The
affiliation Mir benefit a few kir
dividuals, but the student body is
a whole will not receive much
for its money."
Glenn Stewart, junior, also replied negatively. He said, "No I
will vote against it because of the
financial, burden on the school.
The benefits received by joining
are not equal to the expense..
Also the policies of the NSA are
too idealistic: They are not practical, because they go too far into
the . provinces of administration."

BOB HE1SEV

The question of whether or not
n &Hie State college will join
ith 137 other colleges of the usti
in the National Students Associ then will be decided tomorrow
when students vote at the special
election.
In an effort to take a straw
vote, the Spartan Daily polled
35 students about campus to determine how they intended to
vote.
the 35 students asked "How
will you vote on the NSA question?" 29 thought that the NSA
was another title for the anti-disNOT CONVINCED
crimination ameadments or else
Romona Hicks, sophomore, anadmitted complete ignorance of
swered, "Up to now I have not
what the proposition was.
been convinced of the advantage
AGAINST AFFILIATION
in assuming the responsibility and
The six persons who did have financial obligation of affiliation
opinions were against the affilia- with the NSA. I haven’t heard
tion, and had fairly definite rea- enough about what actual benesons for their negative attitudes. fits we would receive. I will vote
Mary Jean Melcher, senior, the 4440."

Of

COSTS TOO MUCH
sophomore,
was
Pack,
Bill
against joining the NSA because
of, the financial requirement for
membership. "I think that the
fee- for San Jose should be adjusted differently,’ he said. The basic
assessment for us would be $241.
We have a little over 6,000 students enrolled in the college. The
University of California has about
25,006 students. I believe, and all
they pay is $369. I certainly
don’t think that is at. all fairly
proportioned."

Thrust And Parry
Rights Of Man

Is This The Way?

Dear Thrust and Parry:

Dear Thrust and Parry:

McAt of us, as thinking intelligent individuals, believe ij2 the
A vote against the anti-discrimination amendments is not a vote right of every man to seek his
against the ideals thereby set forth. It is merely a vote against the own destiny, unhindered because
poor mechanism set forth in these pieces of attempted legislation. No of his heritage. We believe in
equal rights of all; that these
student should be fooled by their high sounding phrases.
rights should be accompanied by
Many national fraternities which are being installed on campus equal and unsegregated opporhave exclusion clauses in their constitutions. However, all groups tunity for all races and creeds.
more than the 1200 petiaffiliating with them are determined to eliminate such clauses. They Many
tioners believe that legislative accan do this by getting into the organization and then supplying the tion is necessary to prevent, lip
necessary votes to cut out such material. They cannot eliminate such service from becoming a substifor our moral actions.
clauses if they are not allowed to affiliate in the first place. It is far tueCertain
armchair generals, howmore important to achieve ultimately an ideal, than it is to stymie ever, have attempted to exhort
the student body with various
progress.
and sundry untruths and half
It is to the interest of all organizations that the fraternity and truths
mainly through the mesorority vote goes against these amendments. If they should pass, dium of our campus organizations.
repeal action should be instigated immediately. After these are de- The real truth about Article II
proposed amendments is
feated, both factions should get together and work out something of the
that it does not limit in any way
which will accomplish what the idealists are after without interfering the right of organizati:ns to
choose each personality on his
with other students.
merits; it only states that
Tomorrow morning when the Polls open, every student should ownoraginzation
can discriminate
no
take the time to go to the Student Union and vote against these against groups of people; nothamendments. After the election is over we can worry about what ing more.
The real question before us is
will take the place of the offered amendments, but the matter at
whether or not we will be swayed
hand is thier defeat. The Student Union isn’t very far to walk to de- from our ideals by this powerful
fend yourself from aggressive idealism, and to defend your right to group of A.G.’s (armchair generals) that are attempting the
think for yourself.
old army tactics of confusion
(SNAFU) in order to cloud the
real issue. Ideals, such as the
"ultimate worth of the individual"
and the "equality of all men"
demand that they be defended.
If we are not able to defend
our ideals when a choice is before us, then we should never adThe lead story of the May 6 issue of Stanford Daily
must stand on
"Faculty members of Stanford went to the straw vote polls Mon- here to them. We
one side of the fence or the
day to confirm what the Farm students had earlier determined
other, but stand we must. If we
that the Stanford campus is by and large Stassen territory . . . .
listen to the voice of reason, obey
Two hundred thirteen professors and instructors participated in the judgment of our conscience,
the Pi Sigma Alpha sponsored poll.
we will vote intelligently on May
The tabulation of first -choice votes was: Harold Stassen, 94; Arthur 12; and just as important, we will
vote (period).
Vandenberg, 27; and Henry Wallace, 26."
_
G. Hall Landry, ASB 6101

Hear From There

Ken Hopper. junior, stated, "Nu,
1.’11 be against it. Not enough students will gain _anything by it. 1
can’t -.see spending everyone’s
money for the benefit of a few."
6 Mal Bowman, senior, continued
the list of those opposed to the
measure, by replying, "I’m against
it. I’m influenced by the report
of the representatives that went
to the conference and returned
opposed to it."

by Louis N oia

Stanford For Stassen

Is legislation the most effective
means of correcting and controlling racial discrimination’ The
13th, 14th, and 15th amendments
failed utterly to stop discrimination in the South. Even on the
legal level, there were numerous
cases of "Grandfather Clauses,"
literacy tests and poll taxes, all
designed to perpetuate the practice of racial discrimination. Even
today the poll tax survives.
With this impressive record of
failure on the part of the 13th,
14th, and 15th amendments of
the Federal Constitution to either
prevent or correct discrimination,
what is the basis of those favoring
the discrimination amendments
for believing that such legislation will succeed here?
John Caezza, ASB 3898
Henry Morse, ASB 2612

Stanford Game
Dear Thrust and Parry.
San Jose State college has a
date with Stanford University for
a football game next fall. State
has desired such a game because
of the prestige it will bring, for
a long time. It wasn’t just a
matter of asking for it, State had
to prove that it could produce
a team that could stand Stanford’s quality of competition.
I’d like to see that game. I’d
like to see State win it. The playing, and consequently, the winning
of that game may be an impossibility under the provisions of
the three anti-discrimination
amendments which come -up for
a vote on May 12.
Stanford Is a private school,
endowed with private funds. Consequently, the rules are drawn up
by those who control the funds.
Stanford has a rule which forbids

Negro undergraduates on j) e r
campus. It is discrimination, pure
and simple, and stated very plainly.
In the event that the amendments are passed and can be construed to mean that San Jose
Siate cannot compete athletically
with schools which can be justly
accused of race discrimination
San Jose will have to give up her
game with Stanford. A pity, to
be sure, but it will not stop there.
State’s game with Stanford was
to have been the first step toward
the realization of our hopes for
recognition.
National
national
recognition is synonymous with
school prestige. A winning team
at the Stanford game could mean
contracts., with. the., big-time
schools of Texas, among others.
Anti -discrimination measures here
would effectively isolate us from
athletic
relations
with
other
schools and any other which did
not officially espouse a policy of
anti-discrimination.
Leonard W. Kreidt, ASB 1900

Some Bull!
Thrust and Parry:
This little note was taken from
the classified section of the May
1948 Popular Mechanics. All psych
majors please note:
"Become a Doctor of Psychology or Metaphysics. Teach secret of contentment, happiness.
Win degree of PsD. or MsD. Solve
mental worries. Free book. College of Universal Truth, 5153-C
North Clark, Chicago."
Well, Well, Well!!
Al Caldwell, ASB 2934

30 per gal. off
BOB & TED’S
SEASIDE SERVICE 4th It William
Collen Brooks -v

Spartans Win
Another item from the Stanford Daily:
"Tuesday night the Stanford baseball team dropped a 6 to 4 game
to San Jose State college at the Municipal stadium In San Jose. Spartan Pitcher Bob Piffertni kept the. Indians’ seven hits well scattered."
The Cards’ alibi?
"It was the old story of not being able to hit in the clutch that
spelled the Cards’ downfall - - -," the story concluded.

Discrimination Issue
califnenian
-"Diactimktation, Rule I7 -and Fair Rear were-the chief -sub
for discussion at the ACC election CalIC11$ yesterday, with discrimination receiving the greatest stress.
End result of the discussion was that Toni Moore, candidate for
ASUC president, advocated that as a last resort the ASUC recommend non -recognition by the University of all discriminatory living
groups

Webster Says
Dear Thrust and Parry:
With reference to the May 7
"Just Among Ourselves" statement that the "fundamental purpose of San Jose State is to provide a college education," may we
-further enlarge- ow this by consulting Webster. The dictionary
states that "knowledge and learn-tell-nothing -of-mental-develop--

acquire and remember, and nothing whatever of that moral dediscrimination
(the
velopment
question) which is included in
EDUCATION is its fullest and
noblest sense."
We cannot shun the issue before us by inventing excuses.
Some will blindly vote no on May
From the Seattle College Spectator:
12, but just as dangerous, "NO
"Father McGuigan (discussing morality in Special Ethics): "Some VOTE" will be a "NO" VOTE.
of the philosophers in the Pre-Christian days were no better than they Therefore we ask you to vote,
and to vote intelligently on Wedshould have been. Always orgies and Bacchanalian revels."
nesday by affirming the amendA bright Student: "What are those, fighters?"
ments.
Father McG: "Both are just synonyms for a drunken brawl."
Bruce McNeil, ASB 2000
Vocabulary buildings?
G. Hall Landry, ASB 6101

Drunken Brawl

SAN JOSE STATE’S SPECIAL
GOLD --- YOU CAN’T BEAT

CAROLE SEIBOLD
SPARDI GRAS QUEEN

1

Spartan Daily

SOCIETY PAGE
Sigma Delta Pi Chi-0 Honors
Hear Selves
ew inennwrs
Speak Spanish At Spring Ball

Theta Initiates
First Group
Of Neophytes

Tuesday, May 11, 1948

j
Members of Gamma Xi chapter
of Kappa Alpha Theta recently
conducted their first initiation as ’
part of the national women’s
fraternity. The San Jose State
college chapter of Kappa Alpha
San Jose State college has been Last year’s convention was held
Theta formerly was Sappho so- chosen as the’ new chapter mem- ’ in Washington, D.C.
ciety.
ber of Phi Alpha Theta, national ’
To be eligible for membership
LoVerne Wolcott, president of history honorary. society. The lo- in Phi Alpha Theta a student must
the group, presided over the cal chapter will be. Beta Lambda. 1be of junior standing, have HisBeta Lambda chapter will be tory as a major, and maintain a
ceremonies which were held at1
the Gamma Xi chapter house at j installed at ceremonies Friday at B -plus average in the major field
184 S. 11th street. Jean Klotz - 6 p.m. in the Student Union. At land a B- average in all other subbock was in charge of refresh- that time 12 charter members will jects.
be initiated. Dr. George P. Haml 1 Sin Jose State college charter
ments.
The 21 new members are Helen mond of the Department of His- members include graduating senVirginia Wall, tory at the University of Califor- iors Thomas Malone, Leola MurMary Gamble,
Marilyn Ferguson, Louise Aun-1 nia, will serve as installing offic- phy, Oliver Osborn and Jo Ann
ger, Helen Chandler, Frances1 er, and an. informal supper will Smith; junior students Walter
Courtney, Alice Daley, Patricia follow installation and initiation Eastman, John Gothberg, Winifi
Helm, Martha Miner, Carol Riley
Ferguson, Milderd Guerries, Lois ’ ceremonies.
Garibaldi, Yvonne Iljelm Joyce ’ Phil Alpha Theta was founded and Jacqueline Townsend.
Faculty members who will be
Lehrback, Gloria Lint, Jeanne at the University of Arkansas in
Lockwood, Nancy Martin, Jill Mc- March, 1921. Its purpose is to named as charter members are Dr.
Intosch, Patricia Ralston, Carol j recognize excellence in ’ the study George G. Bruntz, Dr. Cyril BryShirley
Seibold,
Smart,
Joan of history, and to encourage stu- ner, Mr. John A. Gilbert, Dr. Olive
White, and Barbara Bressani, dent interest and study in the his- K. Gilliam, Dr. Frederick F. Grstham, Mr. Edgar A. Hornig, Dr.
torical field.
alumna.
Every other year the national Dudley T. Moorhead, Dr. Leo P.
Mrs. M. Kenzie Miller, grand
president- of District VII of Kap- society gives a pail trip to the Kibby, Miss Bernice B. Tompkins,
pa Alpha Theta, visited the chap- j national convention to a chapter Mrs, Gladys. -Waldron arid Mrs.
ter house recently. After confer- member of recognized excellence. Mildred Winters.
ring with officers of the San Josel
group, she was feted at a dinner
at the house.
’Bride -Elect

Guests Enjoy
DeVoss’ Gardens
At Luncheon

Chowder Society
Holds Banquet

Downey To Speak
At Music Meeting , Theta Mu Sigma
Pledge Week On

Players Feast

Zt

,Ast

Dr. P. Victor Peterson, acting
TONIGHT
president of Los Angeles State
7-10, Quad
Rallies
Queen
college and former head of the
Science department here, was on PE and Recreation Majors
7:30
club meeting
campus yesterday.
WEDNESDAY
7-10, Quad
Queen Rallies

"No vott-isa NO voter
t******************************4rk***************
"

BASEBALL TONIGHT
SAN JOSE

RED SOX
vs.
BAKERSFILD
ti

engaged couples are Ruby Ellen ,
Simmons and Gail H. Stanton.
The couple recently announced
their engagement at a party in
the home of the bride-elect. Kappa Phi friends of Miss Sinunonsj
learned of the coming marriage 1
when she passed a box of chocolates at a recent meeting.
Miss Simmons is a sophomore
accounting major from San Jose.
Stanton also is a sophomore, majoring in civil engineering. During the war he served for three
years with the Army and was
stationed in England. France, and
Austria.

Barbara Jean Connolly
May addition to the roster of
bride -elects is Barbara Jean Connolly who has revealed her engagement to Melvin Walter Schefer.
The announcement was made
at Wednesday’s meeting of Sigma
Kappa. Included in the regular
correspondence was a notice of
formation of a corporation, which
revealed the couple’s intention
to wed in June of 1949.
Miss Connolly is a senior education major. She is a member of
the senior council of Sigma Kappa and is working with the organization as co-chairman in the
preparation of plans for Spardi
Gras.
The future benedict attended
Santa Rosa Junior college, where
he took a top place on the football team. He now is in business
with his father in Santa Rosa.

Lupe Blake
The engagement of Lupe Blake
and William A. Burgstrom was
revealed Wednesday when the
traditional five - pound box of
chocolates appeared at the regular meeting of Alpha Omicron
Pi. The box was a huge red silk
heart with "Lupe and Bill" inscribed upon it.
Miss Blake is a sophomore
commerce major from Los Gatos.
Her affiliations are with Delta
Sigma chapter of Alpha Omicron
Pi, and Kappa Phi, national women’s Methodist group.
Burgstrom is a sophomore merchandising major from Los Gatos.

Gordon Keith Studio
14 Years in San Jose
There must be a reason!
LEARN or
MODERNIZE

YourDancing
FOXTROT-RUMBA
Reasonable Rates
Hours:
10 ’til 10

Jitterbug
SAMBA

1

ks4.
14,\N"
(Look for Hot Itod-StrIpod Door)
Col. 46424

141 So. First

SCHEDULE

t*t"Petition
.Finish Signers!
the job
vote YES tomorrow.’’ ’
No vote is a NO vote!

Roster Grows
With Spring Betrothal News

Eta Epsilon Holds
Initiation Services
Ruby Ellen Simmons
For New Members
Joining the ranks of newly

Delta Gammas
Continue With
Spring Activities

8 P. M.

MUNICIPA
ACTION

THR

ADMISSION: STUDENTS 40

STADIUM
LS
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National History Society
To Establish SJ Chapter;
Will Have 21 Members

Newly initiated ’members of
Iota Delta chapter of Chi Omega
were honored at the annual
Spning dance Saturday night.
Members, pledges and guests of
the chapter attended the affair
which was held at Rio Del Mar.
Formal initiation ceremonies
for the 36 new members were
held last week in the lodge room
of the Catholic Women’s center.
Performing the induction . rites
were Virginia Luke, president;
Bobbie Hill, vice-president; Ann
Corwin, secretary; Marie Gabriel,
treasurer; and Ernestine Lavagnino, pledge trainer. They were
assisted by Mrs. G. A. MacCallum
and Mrs. Irma Luther, advisors.
. Following the ceremony, a buffet supper was served, during
which Bobbie Hill was presented
with a Scholarship bracelet for
having received the highest number of grade points during the
Fall quarter. Group singing, led
by Patty Baker, ended the day’s
activities.
At a recent meeting, WAA
president Mona Morris, junior
Physical education major from
Redwood City, was awarded a
Chi Omega recognition pin for
receiving the greatest number of
Twelve new membem were inipoints during her pledge period. tiated into Eta Epsilon, Home
Economics club, at ceremonies
" Members of the Gamma Eta
last Monday night in the college
chapter of Delta Gamma were
cafeteria.
guests of the Stanford chapter
Highlighting the evening’s proof Sigma Alpha Epsilon for a
gram was a violin solo by Bevbuffet dinner at the chapter house
erly Bowley. Members particiFriday evening. After dinner the
pated in a mock fashion parade of
groups
visited
Adobe
Creek 1 Ten members of the office staff hats and bags, with models showj of the Personnel and Industrial ing hats created from paper bags
lodge,
San Jose State college mem- Arts departments were enter- and
labels, dishmops, various
hers of Delta Gamma honored tamed at luncheon Thursday at vegetables,
flower
sprinklers,
their mothers Sunday, May 2, at the home of Dean and Mrs. James knitting needles and milk and
a brunch held at the San Jose C. DeVoss.
butter cartons.
Those who attended the affiir
Country club. Guest speaker was
Refreshments were served.
Mrs. Joseph Bingham of Palo are Margaret Boothby, LaVerne
Alto, past national president of Kanpp, Anna May Thomas, MarDelta Gamma. Over 60 mothers ’ jorie Stephenson, Janice Mills,
Daisy
Matthews,
Reba
and daughters attended the af- ’ Mrs.
fair, and plans for a Mother’s Sones, Mrs. Edith Germane, Mrs.
club for Gamma Eta chapter Ada Carver, Phyllis Bingham,
Members of the Youngmen’s
and the host and hostess.
were discussed:
Southwest
Almaden Chowder and
The guests were delighted with
the DeVoss garden which is now Marching society recently entertained the Misses Shirley Zeese
abundant with Spring flowers.
and Jan Larke, Sigma Kappa
members, at a banquet at the
Almaden chowderhouse.
R. Smedley Cline, highly exThe Bay area section of Music
alted
chowdermaster, prepared j
Educators National Conference in
the main dish, a steaming cauldModesto Saturday May 15’will be
The pledging period for Theta ron of Almaden style chowder.
attended by music faculty members Mr. Harold M. Johnson, Mr. Mu Sigma social fraternity swung The house was decorated with
Richard R. Jesson, Mr. Forrest into its second week yesterday clamshells and seaweed.
J. Baird, Mr. Gibson W. Walters, as 12 pledges continued wearing
Mr. Thomas E. Eagan and Miss the compulsory blue tie and ran
Elizabeth May, according to the about campus on various errands
for active members.
Music department.
An evening barbecue was held
Pledges for the fraternity this
Dr._ Lyle Downey, Music deby members of the San Jose
quarter
are:
Bob
Bragg,
Chuck
partment head, will speak at the
Players Friday night at Mountain
general session on the subject of Berryessa, Bob Kline, Walter View. Barbecued steak and h tossmusic teachers situation in ele- Loewen, Harvey Kramer, Ben ed salad highlighted the menu.
mentary school. The conference Hitchcock, Vince Cracchiolo, John
Pricolo,
Dwight Taggart, Bill
will be a one day affair.
Luther, Carl Ketchum, and Darrell Shackly.

Members of Sigma Delta Pi,
Spanish honorary society, gathered recently at the home of Diane
Coleman for a business meeting
.and entertainment.
Members of the group were surprised when they discovered that
the hostess had secretly made a
recording of the various discussions which had taken place, in
Spanish, during the business meeting. Each member heard his Spanish spoken right back to him with
some extremely hilarious effects.
After the business meeting, refreshments were served a la Mexicaine in the patio of Miss Coleman’s home. The group also made
plans for an excursion to China
Beach which has been scheduled
for Sunday.
Newly-elected officers of Sigma
Delta Pi, who will assume duties
next fall, are Frank Farr, president; Betty Sherman, vice-president; Georgette Paris, secretary;
Piedrita Piedra, treasurer; and
Elizabeth Freischlog, reporter.
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7-10, Quad
Queen Rallies
3,
USF-SJS Baseball at USF
FRIDAY
8:15
StudioTheater Production
Junior-Senior Steak bake, 3-11 at
Alum Rock Park.
Spartan Spinners Party, 7:30, W
men’s gym.
SATURDAY
Fresno Relays at Fresno, afternoon and evening.
"30" club party--Alum Rock Park.
Soph class dance, 9-1, Men’s gym.
Golf meet, morning and afternoon,
Stanford.
SUNDAY
Spartan Knight movies, 8, Morris
Dailey.

Eaton’s
PHYSICAL CULTURE GYM

Body-Building, Weight-Gaining, and Reducing

Men Students’ rate - $10 per month
Women Students’ rate - $8 per month
Col. 7933-W

ART CLEANERS
Prompt and Efficient Service
SPECIAL 8-HOUR SERVICE TO STUDENTS
"In at 9 Out at 5"
Marc Tatum (v)

Corner of 9th & Santa Clara

Col. 2717
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Throng Of SJS Coeds Seek
Film Role In Local Westerns
Answering the call for casting
in the forthcoming musical western productions by Screen Classics
Productions, a thgong of San Jose
Statxcllege coeds have been
candidates for the lead
slated
and supporting parts.

CTA Installs
At
Offi
Board Meeting

Wednesday evening on the stage
of the Victory theater, ten girls
will be selected for final choice in
Newly appointed officers of the
finding a leading lady for a promiSan Jose State college chapter
nent western star,
of the ,California Teachers assoThe committee will consist of ciation were installed at a meet the male lead and directors and ing of its executive board Friday
producers from the film com- afternoon at 3:30 p.m. in room
pany. In addition, an official 163.
committee will be comprised of ;. The officers who will guide the
Mayor Albert Ruffo, Russell Pet- Student Teachers’ association
tit, and other prominent civic I here in 1948-1949 are: Ruth
leaders who are cooperating withiKreinkamp, acting secretary;
the filming on location in Santa Dick Bartels and Georgia BenClara County.
nett, representative -at-large.
Another feature of the meeting
According to Paul Catalans,
promotion manager for the film today was the report ,of the comcompany and Merle Connell, pro- mittee on th revision of the orducer, the first film will be cen- ganization’s cdhstitution.
tered around the Cal Schrum
Barn Dance Show. The show will
feature Alta Lee and the Barn
Dance gang to be followed by
seven other productions featuring
Walt Schrum and the Rhythm
The widening of the walkway
Rangers.
between the Industrial Arts and

Miss Weimers ;Student Helps ’Army Shows
In Male Role Establish New Up Students
’Robin Hood’ SJ Ad Agency In Volleyball
Robert E. Pearson, senior adA male role, the part of Allen- ’
a -Dale in the comic opera "Robin vertising major at San Jose State,
Hood" will be played by contralto and Arnold J. Pellenieler, execuVirginia Weimers, reports the tive secretary of the San Jose
Speech and Music departments. Junior Chamber of. Commerce,
The role has been traditionally , have established a new advertisplayed by a gjr4 a,nd /he music ; ing agency in San Jose.
was written for a woman’s voice.t The firm of Pearson and. Pelle"Virginia has a fine contralto meier will keep temporary resivoice which she uses with amaz- dence offices until their permaning dramatic instinct," comments ent headquarters are finished in a
Miss Maurine Thompson, college new building downtown.
vocal instructor. "A maturity of
Pellemeier is a former radio
concept has helped Miss Weimers writer for NBC and Pearson is
overcome the difficult task .of,. a free-lance advertising man and
portraying a male role." The con- formerly handled publicity for the
tralto sings "0 Promise Me" and Santa Clara County Fair. He also
"Legend to the Chimes."
cartooned for Yank magazine and
"Robin Hood" will be presented was editor of two army newsby the Speech and Music depart- papers.
ments May 20, 21, and 22 in the
Morris Dailey auditorium.
Am,coquette is like a recruiting
sergeant, always on the lookout
for fresh victims.Jerrold.

Interviews Co On
For .Counselors

5 TAT E.

Appointments for interviews
with visiting directors for prospective summer camp counselors
’continues this Week . announces
Dr. Irene Palmer of the women’s
physical education department.
Scheduled for Thursday afternoon is Gay Williams of the
Home Economics buildings leadWatsonville YWCA who will ining to the rear of the Administraterview persons interested
in
unhtppy
job
an
tion edifice is
counseling at Camp Kilburn, Arfor worwman Sam B. Stevens.
royo Seco near King City. General
"Shucks, the patients at Agtypes of counselors are needed
news have more sense than some
for this ten day camp to be held
of these derned college fellas,"
from July 14-24.
says Stevens. "At least they don’t
The
summer
following
are
etch their initials in the wet
camps requesting counselors and
concrete up at Agnew."
contracts will be made directly .
Concrete may be poured Friday
with the camp as directors are;
so as to boost the chances of itsrequested to inquire at the office ,
drying without marks of vandal’of the women’s gym, for further I
ism such as the popular footprint.
information.
The San Jose Girl Scouts need all types of counselors for the
San Jose Camp to be held in the
Santa Cruz mountains, Counselors
for nature lore and nature craft
Rabbi Iser Freund will present are needed by the Recreation’ Dea Jewish service in the , interests partment of Oakland.
of inter-religious understanding
A private camp at Laurel, Santa
at the Chapel Service in room Cruz mountains, request the servL211 at 12:30 today, announced ices of a girl who would be interChairman Fred Jobs.
ested in counseling in a co-eduRabbi Freund will read from cational camp. The camp begins
Jewish prayer books and bring June 27 for an eight week period,
an Orthodox choir. For the bene- (with a good salary plus room and
fit of non-Jewish guests the serv- board.
ice will be read in English.

’Students Nuts;
Hints Workman

Girls may still qualify for selection by contacting Sal Milian
in the publications office or calling Col. 2542.
The series entitled "Melody
Mesa," will be distributed nationally to promote the Santa
Clara County Valley with its rich
scenic beauty.

Pins, t-Shirts
For ’Y’ Members
Student Y pins and T-shirts
are now available in the Student
Y office, 220 S. Seventh street,
announced Executive Secretary
Malcolm "Mac" Carpenter.
All Student Y members are
urged to buy these shirts and
pins, announced Rev. Carpenter.

Railroad Strike
Wastes Billions
California farmers say a long
railroad strike will waste most
of the State’s two billion dollars
worth of produce for this year,
according to a United Press release yesterday.
Fast ripening cherries in the
Santa Clara Valley and potatoes
in Kern County were scheduled
to reach a harvest peak of 800
cars daily next week.
Lettuce growers in the Salinas
Valley estimated their spoilage
losses were running $450,000 daily
due to embargoes already in effect. Some 2,500 lettuce pickers
are idle in the valley.
Southern California citrus
fruits, which should have been
moving eastward at a rate of 1,500
cars weekly, already are rotting
at the railroads.

Y To Discuss
Peace Struggle
Mr. Harry Prochaska will be at
the Student Y tonight and tomorrow noon to discuss the 14th annual institute to be held at Mills
College from June 20 to 29th.

ALSO
LINDA BE GOOD

A Student Recital under the direction of Mr. Benning Dexter
will be presented in the college
Little Theater Friday, May 14,
the Music department announced
yesterday.
According to Mr. Dexter, the
program will be varied with violin, viola, voice and piano solos.

TESTING AND
COUNSELING
SERVICE
Competent vocational
testing service is now
available in San Jose.
Trained, experienced
counselors on hand to
measure your interests and abilities.

Margaret Larsonts)
VOCATIONAL COUNSELING
SERVICE
Columbia 9570-W
Room 127
45 N. First Street
5 P.M.-9:30
Saturdays 9 to 4

19 markets
make the manufacture
of women’s
and children’s wear

POPULAR CO-ED

I NATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

Music faculty members, William J. Erlendson, Dr. Lyle W.
Downey, Harold M. Johnson, Miss
Frances
Robinson,
Forrest J.
Baird, and Thomas E. Eagan will
act as adjudicators at the California School Band, Orchestra
and Vocal Associates Northern
California Musical Festival in
Oakland today and tomorrow, reports the Music department. -

Dexter To Direct
Student Recital

Make love to every woman you
meet; if you get five per cent on
your outlay it’s good investment.
Bennett.

NATIONAL
APPROVED TESTS

Rabbi her Freund
Presents Service

Faculty Members
Will Be Judges
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Military Science department instructors gave their students a
bouncing around last week in an
informal demonstration of volleyball maneuversArmy style.
Col. John H. Pitzer, departofficers in
ment liead, led his
three fast gaThes against R.O.T.C.
cadets on the volleyball court.
Scores of the three games *ere
withheld in an attempt to save
faces among the beaten cadets., "

The scope and ’vitality of the women’s and child.
ren’s wear industries is illustrated by the fact that
the following nineteen cities of the United States
are now important production centers for this
type of merchandise...of which NewYork City is
the major producer:
NOEL JOHNSON
smokes

CHESTERFIELDS
She says:
"I like Chesterfields because they
are so mild and they satisfy."
Chesterfields
year after year first
choice of college men and women.

ATLANTA

MILWAUKEE

BALTIMORE

NEW YORK CITY

swarms

PHILADELPRIA

CRICAGO

PORTLAND, ORE.

CINCINNATI

ST. LOUIS

CLEVELAND

SAN ANTONIO

DALLAS
,

KANSAS CITY
_ LOS

ANGULO

MIAMI

-LEILA

SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE

TWIN CITIES

Introducing
Tim Wentines and Children’os Wear Industry
to
THE AMERICANI

THE GIRL for YOUR Spardi Gras

ueen!

A sides eponsore(1 ’
Vakrdalld

1.7GIATIC P1.1111LIC

I’s Wear Daily," a_
St., New Yrrk

USF ASKED TO HOST
-UNDERDOG NEARLY WINS
NEW CONFERENCE MEET AT AMES IOWA FINALS
By ARNOLD WECHTER
University of San Francisco was named the logical host to call
a meeting of the six colleges -interested in the new grid conference,
Bill Leiser, San Francisco Chronicle sports editor, stated in his Sunday column. "Since Kezar Stadium in San Francisco would be the
home of more games played by the proposed conference teams

By JACK GOLDEN
Sports enthusiasts throughout the nation like to see an underdog
team or individual give the favorite a bad time even if the underdog
fails to win. That’s why the fans at Ames Iowa Olympic Wrestling
Finals gave Karl Jensen a terrific ovation. The staiy, as told by Pacific coast AAU Champ Sam Lawson, goes like this: The eyes of the

than any other stadium, it might
be in order for the president or
athletic moderator of USF to invite representatives of the others
to a discussion. Nothing more
than that. No commitment whatever," Leiser declared,

3500 fans were .focused on the mat
on which the 191 pounders held
eliminations. One thought was
in the minds of everyoneHow
long would the k1,1 from California last?

Leiser said, "USF, we hope,
will take the lead not in organizing a new conference, but in
inviting the friendly universities
to meet to talk it over and see
if any or all of them want to
organize a formal association."
DAILY PRAISED
Leiser, along with Ty Cobb,
Reno sports writer, is one of the
originators and strongest boosters
of the proposed new organization.
Last week Leiser praised the
Spartan Daily for its promotion
and efforts in behalf of the new
conference.
The proposed conference will
have as its members: St. Mary’s
college, San Jose State, Santa
Clara university, University of
San Francisco, University of Nevada, and College of Pacific.
FIVE WILLING
Five of the colleges have already indicated their willingness
to attend such a meeting when
It is held. Only College of Pacific
has withheld its approval of such
a meeting. Though COP officials
told the Spartan Daily that they
are interested in the conference,
they said they would not make
any commitments till after the
coming CCAA meet. The CCAA
will hold its annual meeting later
this month.
Rumors from Stockton have it
that COP will attend a meeting
exploring the possibilities of the
new conference either before or
after the CCAA meeting.
Leiser declared in his column
that a "Far Western Independents Conference" couldn’t miss.
’ "Attractive games that don’t cost
a lot of money are becoming increasingly difficult for even St.
Mary’s, Santa Clara, and 17SF to
arrange. The Independents can
count on nothing from the PCC.
St. Mary’s can count only on an
annual game with California.
Santa Clara can count only on an
Stanford.
with
game
annual
Otherwise none of ’em can count
on anything. Why, therefore,
wouldn’t they be smart to look
to each other?" he \stated.
NO FANCY TRAPPINGS
The new conference wouldn’t
even need to bother with the
fancy trappings of a commissioner, code, or secretary unless
they so wished, just a simple
association to aid each other,
Leiser wrote.
Nothing kills love like an overdose of it.
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Sports
TRACKMENFAC1E
TOP OPPONENTS ’
Now that the conference meet
is over, the track season is over
for many Spartans, but for a
number of others, the toughest
competition is yet to come.
The San Jose schedule for the.
remainder of the season follows:
May 15West Coast Relays at
Fresno (night).
May 21Coliseum Belays at
Los Angeles (night).
May 22California Relays at
Modesto (night).
June 4Compton
Invitational
at Compton, Calif.
June
5Pacific
Association
Meet at Berkeley.
June 18-19N.C.A.A. at Minneapolis.
July 3-4--National A.A.U. at
Milwaukee.
July 28-Aug. 3Olympic Team
trials at Evanston. Illinois.
San Jose trackmen will be represented in all the above except
the Coast Conference meets.
The local squad ran away with
the C.C.A.A. meet for the second
straight year Saturday night, rolling up 733/4 points while their
nearest competitor, San Diego
State, garnered 391/2.
With the exception of a few
events, the winning marks were
a little below par. This was principally due to a very slow track
and strong winds sweeping into
the stadium which was situated
practically on the edge of the
ocean.

Facing each other on the mat
were two wrestlers. One. Henry
Wittenberg, 36-year -old member
of the New York Police department, has held the National AAU
title for three consecutive years
ar.d has never been defeated in
350 wrestling bouts. He was a
short muscular man dressed in
flashy green tights and upper.
Names of the national titles
which he had won were sewn
across the front and back of his
Upper. He was the Champ
and
the favorite.

BALL TEAM ON
GAME JUNKET
Walt Williams and his baseball team have a busy week end
planned, lour games appearing,
on the San Jose State schedule.’
’Me local squad journeys to
San Francisco on Thursday to
engage the University of San
Francisco on the hilltop diamond,
then, after tossing a few pairs of
socks into a traveling bag, they
take off for San Luis Obispo
and a three-game CCAA series
with Cal Poly.

To Paint!
S. J. PAINT
41as

SKETCHING ST
Only $2.50

Opposing him was Karl Jensen,
an 18-year-old freshman from
San Jose State college. Jensen is
a slender 6’2", but alongside of
Wittenberg he seemed slight. He
W,illiams, coasting on his laurwas typically Californian in his
informal garb of "slightly bat- els of victory, may split the
pitching chores between Rapid
tered and bedraggled tights."
Robert Pifferini and Ralph Ro"Readywrestle," was the sig- mero. Romero struck out
16 San
nal given. Wittenberg, seeking Diego State batters Friday
night
his usual fast fall, grabbed for in beating the Aztecs with
seven
Karl’s legs; he could get hold of hits, 6-4. ’
only one. He lifted up and shovAt San Luis Obispo, Bob Santos
ed, but nothing happened. Karl,
although only on one leg, refused is expected to ascend the hill in
the opener Friday night.
The
to go down.
second encounter with Cal Poly
The crowd, seeing that the Saturday
afternoon,
and
the
champ was stymied, hooped it series closer on Saturday evening,
up. Shouts such as "Come on will find the San Jose mound
California," and "Keep it up San stalwarts, Pifferini and
Romero,
Jose State" grew into a deafen- using their pitching finesse in an
ing roar as Jensen, hopping on effort to win the second Spartan
one leg somehow managed to re- CCAA series of the year.
main upright.
Don Lopes, the dynamite power
The strain was too great to be
maintained for long. The com- hitter, goes in search of his sixth
batants fell to the mat, Witten- home run of the season this week.
distance
hitters,
Bob
berg on top. He was close to pin- Other
ning the California Kid’s should- Wuesthoff, second baseman, and
ers, when, with n desperate ef- 1Pete Denevi, aggressive backstop,
fort, Jensen rolled over, and be- !found the range of the left field
fore the crowd realized what was fence against San Diego, Wuesthappening, reversed the situation. hoff picking up two round-tripIt was now the champ’s should- pers, while Denevi poled out one.’
The Spartans, woefully weak’
ers that were in danger.
The
crowd sensing an upsetan im- with the wood early in the campossible upset, virtually raised paign, have been nudging the
the roof in their eagerness to stitched apricot with reckless
abandon the past two weeks.
urge Karl on.
Age and experience won out
eventually as the veteran of 350
wrestling victories maneuvered
out of danger, and, at long last,
pinned the game Spartan.
The match was over now, but
the almost hysterical fans still
remained on their feet shouting
the kid
congratulations after
from San Jose State. They had
reason to be hysterical, for hadn’t they seen two records broken?
They had seen Champ Wittenberg in trouble for the first time
in his spectacular career, and
they had seen Jensen wrestle the
champ for a full six minutes before being pinned. That was Witmatch., and
longest
tenberg’s
Jenten’s best.
smok,s MERILYN HOLM

RE-CAP OF CCAA
The following is a re-cap of
some of the more outstanding
Spartan performances. Don Smalley and Gene Haynes turned in
the only double wins of the meet,
chalking up 20 points between
them.
Smalley revenged his losses to
San Diego’s Willie Steele and
Bob Heck of COP earlier this
season in both the 100 and 220.
He won the shorter race by almost two yards in 9.7, and hit the
tape three yards in front of teammate Steve O’Meara over the
longer distance in 21.4.
Haynes ran off with both the
mile and two mile, winning the
former by more than 20 yards in
4:28.1, and taking the latter by
about 15 yards in 9:56.2.
Stu Inman surprised once again
by taking a third in the 440,
and ran an excellent first lap in
the mile relay. Fred Mangini,
A courageous foe is better than
who was favored to win the event, cowardly friend.
was in very poor shape due to a
cold and a back injury, and did
’She says:
COME IN TONITE
not place.
"I like Chesterfields because of
DINNER
AND HAVE
Thelno Knowfes was definitely
their mildness. No coughing or other
WITH US
not trying to break any records
alter effects."
in the 880, and although Beck of
first
after year
Chesterfields year
San Diego took an early lead,
choice of college men and women.
Knowles easily copped the race.
-and Hank -Plymire
put on quite a battle for fourth
11.
outsprinting_ his
Nash
_to. _captice the _apoUrCir
San Jose.
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They Fold To Fit In
Your Pocket!
ALUMINUM CONSTRUCTION
CANVAS COVERED

orimArtmes
ail
r A1NT 8’ WALLPAPER CO.;

THE COOP

GET AN EARFUL
OF THIS

row.........wwwwwwowwwwwwwwwwwow
DOES THAT CAR NEED
WHEELS OR PARTS
TO STAY IN RUNNING
ORDER?
If so, come in today.

Paul Navarra
& Lehman Bros.
Established 1921
Bal. 1072
1989 S. First

eseilmemer

Nellseslemee

It only takes 30 minutes
to get your dirty duds washed,
rinsed, and damp dried.
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Daily league softball teams
slated for action today at 5:30..
are Garden City Athletic club
vs Sparta Manor and Wildcats
s Spartan Chi, on diamonds 1
and 2 respectively.

ST HI N IS
s 4
0 .0
0
$$

LAUNDERETTE
FREE

PARKING

463 So. 2nd St.

Col. 9746-J

Let’s Support Our
School Candidates
For The -Local

Movie Role
and

$ Rodeo Queen
Attend the

VICTORY
’ THEATRE
57 North First St.

WED. NITE

The San Francisco Dons have
dropped two games to San Jose
this year, and will be shooting
with their ace left bander, Tom
l’agee, in an attempt to salvage
one battle from the prolonged
three-game. series, -

CHESTERFIELDS

Don’t Stand

Softball Schedule

Stage

IN

Show 9:30 P.M.

PERSON

BRAD KINGMale Lead
-CAL SHAUM and His
Rhythm Rangers
Plus Added Guests
from Hollywood

And Of Course
FINAL SELECTION of
LEADING LADY for
"Melody Mesa," series
(Sal Millon, Campus Rep.)

ON THE SCREEN
Ronald Reaqa,
Shirley Temp.
Rory Calhour

"THE HAGEN GIRL"
nnd
James Mason
"ODD MAN OUT"

N

TONIGHT

Special
Reserve Section
For Students

THURSDAY
MAY 13
S. J. Civic Auditorium

ALPHA ETA SIGMA: Meeting
ALPHA DELTA SIGMA: SpePAN-AMERICAN LEAGU E:
CALVIN CLUB: Meeting totonight at 7:30.
icial meeting today at Publications night at 7:30 at Campus Inn, 48 Meeting Thursday at 4:00 on lawn
DELTA PHI DELTA: Import- office at 1:30
N. 3rd St. Anyone interested in by Social Science office. No jpeetant meeting today at 4:30 in room ! PI NU SIGMA: Meeting today Bible discussions is invited.
ling Tuesday night.
at 11:30 in 873. Students going to
SENIOR COUNCIL: Meeting at I CHAPEL: Meeting at 12:30 toA-1.
TRI SIGMA: Meeting today at lAlum Rock contact Miss Davis by 4:30 today in B2
day in Library, room 211.
SOCIAL AFFAIRS COMMIT- ; MU DELTA PI: Meeting tomor6 p.m. at Student Center. Sign-up noon today.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA: Meeting in room 30 before noon today.
MYSTERY RETREAT Commit- TEE: Meeting today 4:30 in large row at 7:00 in room 119.
tonight at 7:30 in room 24.
FINANCE COMMITTEE: MeetSpeaker will be Miss Cady of Ala- tee meeting today at Student Y office in Student Union. Have
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY meda.
at 2:30.
committee reports!
ing at 11:30 today at Student Y.
CLUB: Meeting Thursday night at
7:00 in B72. Bring material for
Spardi Gras costumes. All other
NO
13
-0NVO
ONI1V31i
committees will be working also.
TORCH AND SWORD: Mt.eting tonight at 7:30 in 867.
MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE:
Meeting today at 4:30, Student Y.
INTER-CULTURAL CLUB:
Meeting tonight, 7:30, Student Y.
CO-ED RECREATION: Meeting tonight, 7:00, in room 20.
STATE CAMP COMMITTEE:
Short meeting, 4:30 today, at Student Y.
SILVER SABER SOCIETY:
Meeting tonight, 7:15 at B63.
PE AND RECREATION MAJORS CLUB: Meeting tonight at
7:30 in Student Union. Bring dues.
SPARTAN SPINNERS: Dance
before and after rallies tonight.
SOPH SPARDI GRAS COMMTTTEE: Meeting at 3:30 today
in Student Union.
SENIORS: Get measured for
your cap and gown in Spartan
Shop, Tuesday and Wednesday only. $4.50 deposit.
JEWELRY STUDENTS: Please
pick up your materials this week
in room A29, preferably from
10:30 to 11:20 Wednesday and
Friday; or 12:30 to 1:20 Tuesday
and Thursday.
ENGLISH MAJORS: Comprehensive examination to all eligible
English Majors will be given on
Tuesday, June 3, from 2 to 5 p.m.
in room H34.
LA TORFtE STAFF: There will
be an important staff meeting today in room 29. All staff members
must be there. Urgent!
THE FOLLOWING STUDENTS
Check with Mrs. Henningsen in
the Registrar’s office immediately
in regard to their applications for
teaching credentials. Yvonne Anderson, Dorian Baker, Jean Baltz,
AS
Shirley Craw, Ella German, Dorothy Gordon, Patricia Griffin, Helen Kertell, Martha Hale, Victor
McLane, Shirley Pearson, Betty
Sills, Ruth Thompson, Anna Toespern, and Leonore Valerio.
A COLUMBIA PRODUCTION
OAKLAND Y CAMP CounselorsShort meeting tonight in
room 33 at 7:30.
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Announcements

THERE’S

NO FINER CIGARETTE
THAN CHESTERFIELD.

I KNOW, IT’S MY BRAND."

"THE LADY
FROM SHANGHAI"

Classified Ads

I

FOR SALE: 513-T heavy frame
target rifle. A-1 condition, $45.00.
Call Col. 1323 after 6 p.m.
TERM PApERS TYPED: Students, don’t wait until too late.
Have term papers typed now before last minute rush. Edited; low
student rates. Bonnie Ireland,
212A Porter Building, Santa Clara street at Second. Col. 4742-J.
LOST: A small metal token container inscribed "Compliments of
East Bay Transit Co.", containing
bus tokens from San Jose to cities
in Washington. Lost between room
137 and Barracks 60. Finder
please keep San Jose tokens and
return others and container to
Miss Plum, room 31.
FOR SALE: Thayer baby carriage, baby scales, electro-mite
washer, All good condition. Apt.
55, Spartan City.
FOR SALE: 1929 Hupmobile
roadster. Good tires, $90.-472 N.
4th. Bal. 5454-J.
FOR SALE: Convertable Ford,
1936; 3rd and San Carlos.
FOR SALE: ’36 Ford V8 Coupe.
New paint, good tires, jump seat.
Motor in very good condition. Call
-at 99 Debnas, Apt. -I.’
LOST: Dark green shortie-coat
in Science building. Please

WHY...I smoke Chesterfield

(FROM A SERIES OF STATEMENTS BY PROMINENT TOBACCO FARMERS

I have done business with Liggett & Myers
for over 40 years. They buy the best crops in
the house at the auctions.
I am exclusively a Chesterfield smoker.
I think they are the best cigarette made.
TOSACCO ratema, eaasousvius,_

av.

Ihkrtnation offree_

THREE MILES NORTH OF PALO
People of any

SEX

say the food at Ramor’s
has just the rite

APPEAL

I() A. LwAys MILDER BAWER TASTING cooLER SMOKING
1i

El Camino - Atherton
F!

*OR lsaterra Itsislaseato

